ACTIVITY: Do We Have Burnout?
Purpose

• Identify the symptoms of burnout

• Create a plan for if/when burnout occurs

Background

Burnout is ‘a state of emotional and physical exhaustion that
results from poorly managed workplace stress’ – in other words,
when we’re stressed out for too long, our body forces us to shut
down to recover. There are three core symptoms of burnout:
Emotional Exhaustion – reduced empathy and cognition

Depersonalization – detachment, going through the motions

ESTIMATED TIME

10

minutes

MATERIALS
Required:

Inefficacy – feeling like nothing you do matters

Facilitator note-taking
materials

Resiliency: Learn what makes you resilient prior to burnout
so you can practice techniques when you need them.
The resiliency.bjclearn.org website has many practices to try,
either on your own or with your team.

Optional:

Burnout can lead to serious physical and mental medical issues.
It’s important to combat burnout in four ways:

Release: Find what physically helps you release stress from
your body, either physical activity or mental downtime.
Create dedicated breaks in your day that focus on recovery
and set boundaries so they’re not disturbed. If we don’t,
our bodies will make us stop to recover by using burnout.

A. Pens
B. Paper for notes

Revise: Burnout occurs as a result of chronic stress. If the cause of stress doesn’t go away,
burnout is inevitable. While we can’t fix everything, discovering what areas we can control
gives us agency to reduce stress.
Relationships: Seek help from others. Reach out to family, friends, coworkers, and/or
leadership so they know you need something to change for your health.
Professionals such as a licensed counselor can assist by developing a customized plan
with you to counter burnout.

The good news – all four ways will lower our stress and burnout
no matter what order we take them in.

Activity
1) Ask: “What is burnout?” Allow time for a few answers.
2) Explain what burnout is using the definition and three symptoms of burnout on page 1.
3) Say: “Learning the warning signs and symptoms of burnout help us address the issue before we burnout
and can help us return from a state of burnout.”
Ask: “Knowing this, what are your personal warning signs we should know if you feel
you’re getting close to burnout?” Allow time for answers and take note of responses.
Note: If your team isn’t comfortable responding in a group, ask them to send responses privately.
4) Say: “Thank you for sharing with us. Next, I’d like to work together to find ways
to reduce our team’s stress.”
Ask: “While we can’t fix all of our stressors right this minute, what are some ways
we as a team can support each other to combat burnout?”
Allow time for answers and take note of responses.
5) Follow up with the four ways to combat burnout on page 1.
Note options already mentioned by participants.
6) Thank everyone for sharing their ideas. Provide ideas to leadership and ask for their support.

Key Points

• Burnout is your body’s reaction to too much stress for too long
• As with any physiological damage, burnout requires dedicated recovery time
• BJC EAP or a licensed counselor can assist with plans to reduce burnout symptoms

Let’s Try This!

Sources/ More
Information

Share the “Burnout Assessment
Tool” in the link below to evaluate
your level of stress.

Follow-up

Take note of participant’s stress reducing responses
and check in with them periodically to encourage
continued practice.
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